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**Introduction**

- In-band transparent RS:
  - Not transmit frame-start preamble and MAPs

- Design objectives of frame structure for transparent RS
  - Minimum modification on the MR frame structure approved in Session #46
Proposed Terminology

- **DL Access Zone**: A portion of the DL sub-frame in the MR-BS/RS frame used for MR-BS/RS to MS or transparent RS transmissions.

- **Cooperative Transmit Diversity/Silent Interval**: An interval of the DL Access Zone used for either MR-BS/RS to RS/MS transmissions by utilizing transmit diversity schemes or providing reduced interference region for RS to RS/MS transmissions within the coverage area of the MR-BS or the RS.
Frame Structure Example for DL/UL
Transparent Relay

Frame $k$
- DL Sub-frame
  - DL Access Zone
- UL Sub-frame
  - UL Access Zone
  - UL Relay Zone

Frame $k+1$
- RTG

MR-BS Frame
- Preamble
- DL MAP
- UL MAP
- FCH
- Transmit Diversity or Silent Interval

RS Frame
- Receive
- Transmit
- Relay RTG
Frame Structure Example for Upstream-Only Transparent Relay

Frame $k$
- DL Sub-frame
- DL Access Zone
- TTG

Frame $k+1$
- UL Sub-frame
- UL Access Zone
- UL Relay Zone
- RTG

MR-BS Frame
- Preamble
- FCH
- UL MAP
- DL MAP
- UL MAP

RS Frame
- Receive

Relay RTG
Example of Transparent and Non-transparent RSs Coexistence

- MR-BS Frame
- Non-transparent RS Frame
- Transparent RS Frame

Frame $k$ to Frame $k+1$

- DL Sub-frame
- UL Sub-frame
- DL Access Zone
- UL Access Zone
- DL Relay Zone
- UL Relay Zone
- TTG
- RTG

Tx Diversity or Silent Interval
Summary

- We propose cooperative transmit diversity/silent interval in DL Access Zone to enable the transparent RS operation
- An MR-BS could support transparent RS and non-transparent RS coexistence